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Absence of Plateau Potentials in dLGN Cells Leads to a
Breakdown in Retinogeniculate Refinement
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The link between neural activity and the refinement of projections from retina to the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) of thalamus
is based largely on studies that disrupt presynaptic retinogeniculate activity. Postsynaptic mechanisms responsible for implementing the
activity-dependent remodeling in dLGN remain unknown. We tested whether L-type Ca 2� channel activity in the form of synaptically
evoked plateau potentials in dLGN cells is needed for remodeling by using a mutant mouse that lacks the ancillary �3 subunit and, as a
consequence, has highly reduced L-type channel expression and attenuated L-type Ca 2� currents. In the dLGNs of �3-null mice, gluta-
matergic postsynaptic activity evoked by optic tract stimulation was normal, but plateau potentials were rarely observed. The few
plateaus that were evoked required high rates of retinal stimulation, but were still greatly attenuated compared with those recorded in
age-matched wild-type mice. While �3-null mice exhibit normal stage II and III retinal waves, their retinogeniculate projections fail to
segregate properly and dLGN cells show a high degree of retinal convergence even at late postnatal ages. These structural and functional
defects were also accompanied by a reduction in CREB phosphorylation, a signaling event that has been shown to be essential for
retinogeniculate axon segregation. Thus, postsynaptic L-type Ca 2� activity plays an important role in mediating the refinement of the
retinogeniculate pathway.
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Introduction
Much of our knowledge about the activity-dependent refinement
of sensory connections comes from studies that involve retinal
projections to the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) of
thalamus (for review, see Goodman and Shatz, 1993). Recently,
the retinogeniculate pathway of the mouse has emerged as a pow-
erful model system, where the projections from the two eyes ter-
minating in dLGN are initially diffuse and overlapping, but
become organized into non-overlapping domains just before eye
opening (for review, see Guido, 2008). Eye-specific segregation is
also accompanied by a pruning of retinal inputs onto single
dLGN cells from as many as a dozen to just one to three inputs
(Chen and Regehr, 2000; Jaubert-Miazza et al., 2005). Such re-
modeling has been attributed to spontaneous bursts of action
potentials among retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) that spread as
waves across the retina (for review, see Torborg and Feller, 2005).
When waves are pharmacologically or genetically disrupted, reti-

nogeniculate projections fail to develop properly (for review, see
Huberman et al., 2008).

While retinal waves are capable of driving activity in dLGN
cells (Mooney et al., 1996), the postsynaptic mechanism linking
retinal activity to refinement still remains unknown. NMDA re-
ceptors (NMDARs) figure prominently in many models of
activity-dependent plasticity, acting like coincidence detectors to
provide neurons with a Ca 2� source that can trigger plasticity-
related signaling cascades (for review, see Cohen and Greenberg,
2008). However in dLGN, large synaptically evoked depolariza-
tions arising from retinal waves persist in the absence of
NMDARs (Mooney et al., 1996). Moreover, pharmacological
blockade of NMDARs does not affect eye-specific segregation
(Smetters et al., 1994). A more likely candidate involves high-
threshold L-type Ca 2� channels. Strong or repetitive stimulation
of retinal axons evokes excitatory postsynaptic activity of suffi-
cient amplitude and duration to activate voltage-gated L-type
channels, which give rise to plateau potentials (Lo et al., 2002;
Jaubert-Miazza et al., 2005; Dilger et al., 2011). These long-
lasting, high-amplitude depolarizations are prevalent at young
ages during the period of retinogeniculate refinement. The
activity-dependent Ca 2� influx associated with plateaus supports
long-term changes in retinogeniculate synaptic strength (Zi-
burkus et al., 2009) and could initiate plasticity-related gene tran-
scription, possibly through cAMP response element-binding
protein (CREB; Mermelstein et al., 2000; Dolmetsch et al., 2001;
Kornhauser et al., 2002). This signaling pathway is important
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for the remodeling of visual connections (Pham et al., 1999;
Mower et al., 2002; Tropea et al., 2006), including in the retino-
geniculate pathway (Pham et al., 2001; Dhande et al., 2012; Krahe
et al., 2012).

To test whether L-type-mediated plateau potentials play a
role in retinogeniculate refinement, we took a loss-of-function
approach and used a mouse that lacks the �3 subunit of the L-type
Ca 2� channel (Namkung et al., 1998). The targeted deletion of

this subunit leads to a reduction in L-type
activity through a decrease in membrane
expression of the pore-forming �1 sub-
unit (Bichet et al., 2000; Murakami et al.,
2002; Shiraiwa et al., 2007). In dLGN of
�3-null mice, L-type channel expression is
greatly reduced and plateau activity is al-
most absent (Dilger et al., 2011). What re-
mains untested and is the focus of this
article is whether the loss of dLGN plateau
activity in �3-null mice leads to a break-
down in retinogeniculate refinement.

Materials and Methods
All procedures were performed in compliance
with the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee at Virginia Commonwealth Uni-
versity. Both male and female wild-type (WT)
C57BL/6 mice and a mutant mouse strain bred
on a C57BL/6 background that lacks the �3

subunit of the L-type Ca 2� channel were used.
While the deletion of this ancillary subunit af-
fects the expression of L-type Ca 2� channels
and plateau activity in dLGN, the overall struc-
ture and function of the retina and dLGN re-
main similar to WT mice (Ball et al., 2002;
Dilger et al., 2011). The mice were bred and
housed in resident colonies and ranged in age
from postnatal day 6 (P6) to P34.

Tissue preparation and in vitro electrophysi-
ology. To examine the synaptic responses
evoked by optic tract (OT) stimulation, an
acute thalamic slice preparation, which pre-
serves retinal and intrinsic inhibitory connec-
tions in dLGN, was adopted (Chen and Regehr,
2000; Dilger et al., 2011; Seabrook et al., 2013).
Mice were deeply anesthetized with isoflurane
inhalation and decapitated. The brain was re-
moved from the skull and immersed in an ox-
ygenated (95% O2/5% CO2) 4°C sucrose
solution (in mM: 28 NaHCO3, 23 sucrose, 11
MgSO4, 0.11 glucose, 2.75 KCl, 1.4 NaH2PO4,
and 0.5 CaCl2). The two hemispheres were sep-
arated by cutting along the midline at an angle
of 10°. The medial aspect of one hemisphere
was glued onto a tilted (20°) stage of a vi-
bratome (VT1000S, Leica), and 300 �m sec-
tions were cut in the parasagittal plane. Before
recording, slices were incubated in a holding
chamber containing an oxygenated artificial
CSF (ACSF) solution (in mM: 126 NaCl, 26
NaHCO3, 10 glucose, 2.5 KCl, 2 MgCl2, 2
CaCl2, 1.25 NaH2PO4) for 30 min at 35°C and
then were brought to room temperature. Indi-
vidual slices containing the dLGN and a large
segment of OT were transferred to a recording
chamber maintained at 32°C, and perfused
continuously at a rate of 2.0 ml/min with oxy-
genated ACSF.

In vitro recordings were performed in a whole-cell configuration with
the aid of a fixed-stage microscope (E600FN, Nikon) equipped with
differential interference contrast optics and a water-immersion objective
to view individual neurons within the slice. Patch electrodes were pulled
vertically in two stages from borosilicate glass and filled with an internal
recording solution [for current clamp (in mM): 140 K-gluconate, 10
HEPES, 2 MgATP, 0.3 NaCl, 0.1 NaGTP, pH 7.25, and 260 Osm/L; for
voltage clamp (in mM): 130 Cs methanesulfonate, 10 HEPES, 10 QX-314,

Figure 1. Plateau potentials in WT and �3-null dLGN cells. A, Examples of synaptic responses in dLGN cells evoked by electrical
stimulation of OT at early postnatal ages (�P14). In WT cells (top), single or repetitive stimulation (50 or 100 Hz train of five pulses)
triggered plateau activity, which is characterized as a fast-rising, high-amplitude sustained depolarization that has a burst of
inactivating Na � spikes riding its crest. In �3-null cells (bottom), single OT stimulation evokes an EPSP, but plateau activity is
absent. Plateaus are rarely observed and only apparent when high rates of OT stimulation are used. B, Accompanying histograms
showing the incidence of plateau potentials recorded from WT cells (n � 38) and �3-null cells (n � 26). Bar graphs are based on
results from the study by Dilger et al., 2011. C, Example of a plateau potential in �3-null cells evoked by 100 Hz OT stimulation
recorded in normal ACSF (left), and after the bath application of nimodipine (30 �M, middle) and APV (100 �M, right). Initially,
nimodipine blocks the plateau-like depolarization, leaving the underlying EPSP activity intact. Subsequent application of APV leads
to a further reduction, indicating that high-frequency OT stimulation evokes substantial NMDA activity, an event that plays a major
role in evoking plateaus (Dilger et al., 2011). D, Left and middle, Expanded traces illustrating the initial rise (top) and decay
(bottom) of plateau activity in WT cells (n � 15) and �3-null cells (n � 9) evoked by 100 Hz OT stimulation. Gray lines show raw
traces; thick black lines are averaged responses. D, Right, Summary graphs showing the mean and SEM for the rise slope and decay
� for plateaus recorded in WT mice (black) and �3-null mice (gray). Plateau potentials in �3-null mice had slower rise and decay
times than those in WT mice. *p � 0.001. All responses were recorded at �60 mV.
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5 KCl, 5 EGTA, 2 MgCl2, 0.1 CaCl2, 2 MgATP, 0.1 NaGTP, pH 7.25, and
260 osmol/L]. The final tip resistance of filled electrodes was 3–7 M�.
Whole-cell recordings were performed using an Axoclamp 2B (current-
clamp) or AM Systems 2400 (voltage-clamp) amplifier. Pipette capaci-
tance, series resistance, and whole-cell capacitance were carefully
monitored and compensated for electronically during the recording.
Neuronal activity was displayed on an oscilloscope (VC 6025A, Hitachi),
digitized (10 –20 kHz) through an interface unit (BNC-2090, National
Instruments), and stored directly on a computer. Data acquisition and
analysis were accomplished using the Strathclyde Electrophysiology Soft-
ware Whole Cell Analysis Program. In some cases, cells were recorded
in the presence of the GABA antagonists bicuculline (25 �M; catalog
#0131, Tocris Bioscience) and CGP (10 �M; catalog #1248, Tocris Biosci-
ence), the NMDA antagonist APV (100 �M; catalog #0106, Tocris Bio-
science), and the L-type antagonist nimodipine (30 �M; catalog #0600,
Tocris Bioscience).

To evoke synaptic activity in dLGN, square-wave pulses (0.1– 0.3 ms,
1–1000 �A) were delivered at variable rates of (0.2–100 Hz) through a
pair of thin-gauge tungsten wires (0.5 M�) positioned in OT. Stimulat-
ing electrodes were connected to a stimulus isolation unit (A360, World
Precision Instruments) that received input from a computer-controlled,
multichannel pulse generator (PulseMaster A300, World Precision
Instruments).

Synaptically evoked plateau potentials were defined as long-lasting
(100 –500 ms), high-amplitude (35– 60 mV), slow-decaying depolariza-
tions (Dilger et al., 2011). These events are also blocked by L-type Ca 2�

antagonists (Lo et al., 2002; Dilger et al., 2011). Estimates of retinal con-
vergence were accomplished by generating EPSP/EPSC amplitude by
stimulus intensity plots (see also Lo et al., 2002; Jaubert-Miazza et al.,
2005; Ziburkus and Guido, 2006; Dilger et al., 2011; Seabrook et al.,
2013). These were constructed by first determining the minimum stim-
ulus intensity needed to evoke a postsynaptic response. Once the single-
fiber response was determined, current intensity was increased in small
increments (0.5–1.0 �A) until a response of maximal amplitude was
consistently reached. For each stimulus intensity, a minimum of five
responses was obtained. A change in amplitude that was equal to or
exceeded a value that corresponded to the amplitude of the single-fiber
response was used to distinguish one input from another (Dilger et al.,
2011; Seabrook et al., 2013).

To examine the spontaneous activity of RGCs, multielectrode array
recordings were performed in acutely prepared retinal explants (Demas
et al., 2003, 2006). After 1 h of dark adaptation, and under infrared
illumination, mice were deeply anesthetized with isoflurane inhalation
and decapitated, and the retina was removed in cooled, oxygenated
ACSF, as follows (in mM): 119 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.3 MgCl2, 2.5 CaCl2, 1.0
NaH2PO4, 11 glucose, and 20 HEPES. A piece of retina was placed gan-
glion cell side down onto a 60-channel MEA amplifier (Multi Channel
Systems), which was held in place with a lightly weighted insert filter
(Corning), superfused with oxygenated ACSF (1–2 ml/min), and main-
tained at 31–33°C. The ITO (indium tin oxide) array electrodes were 30
�m in diameter, arranged on an 8 � 8 rectangular grid, with 100 �m
interelectrode spacing and a 10 �m electrode area. The retina was al-
lowed to rest for 1 h before conducting recordings in complete darkness.
Analog data were acquired at 25 kHz/channel. In some instances, the
antagonists DNQX (AMPAR; catalog #2312, Tocris Bioscience), D-APV
(NMDAR; catalog #0106, Tocris Bioscience), and DH�E (neuronal �4

subunit-containing nicotinic receptor; catalog #2349, Tocris Bioscience)
were bath applied at a concentration of 25 �M. A threshold of six times
the SD of the noise was set for each channel, and 1 ms of data before a
threshold-crossing event and 3 ms after the threshold event were stored
for each waveform. Spike waveforms were then sorted using the MCRack
window method, while quantification of wave metrics was performed
with Neuroexplorer and custom Matlab software. The burst duration
within a wave and the interwave interval was determined using methods
described previously (Demas et al., 2003, 2006). Burst duration for a
given cell was estimated by finding epochs of high-frequency firing
within a wave that conformed to the full-width at half-maximum of its
spike train autocorrelogram. The interwave interval was determined by
finding local peaks in the population firing and measuring the time be-

Figure 2. AMPA and NMDA currents in WT and �3-null dLGN cells. A, Representative maxi-
mal current traces at �70 mV (showing the fast inward AMPAR current) and �40 mV (show-
ing the slowly decaying outward NMDAR current) at P10 and P15 in WT cells (black) and �3-null
cells (gray). Traces are normalized to the peak NMDAR current. B, Plot showing the mean and
SEM maximal amplitude of AMPAR and NMDAR currents at P9 –P11 and P15–P17 in �3-null
cells. Values are expressed relative to WT currents [mean (black dashed line) and SEM (light gray
shading)]. Within each age group, the maximal currents for AMPARs and NMDARs were not
different from those of WT cells. C, Plot of mean and SEM AMPAR/NMDAR current ratio at
P9 –P11 and P15–P17 for WT and �3-null mice. For both groups, AMPAR currents strengthened
with age. D, Representative NMDAR current traces at P10 and P16 for WT and �3-null mice.
Traces were normalized to the peak NMDAR current. E, Plot of mean and SEM NMDAR decay �
values (determined with a single exponential fit). For both groups, decay times were slower at
P9 –P11. *p � 0.001, both age groups vs condition. Responses in A and D were recorded in the
presence of bicuculline, CGP, and nimodipine. �3-null cells (WT cells): P9 –P11 amplitude and
ratio, 26 (21); �, 37 (29); P15–P17 amplitude and ratio, 22 (19); �, 35 (29).

Table 1. Spontaneous activity in WT and �3 null retinae

P7 P12

RGCs from retinae (n)
WT 121 (3) 138 (3)
�3-null 108 (3) 131 (3)

Burst duration (s)
WT 2.2 � 0.39 1.09 � 0.023
�3-null 2.3 � 0.44 0.74 � 0.081

Interwave interval (s)
WT 88.2 � 8.6 74.3 � 9.0
�3-null 92.1 � 7.0 77.0 � 7.9

The mean (SEM) are reported for wave properties. Burst duration and interwave interval in �3 null and WT retinae
were not significantly different from each other (Mann–Whitney U tests; all Z-values �1.7; p 	 0.1 for all
comparisons).
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tween peaks. The correlation index was computed for pairs of RGCs by
counting the spikes from the first spike train that occurred within 50 ms
of each spike in the other spike train (Demas et al., 2006). Counts were
normalized by the spike count predicted by a Poisson distribution of the
mean firing rate of the first train (Demas et al., 2003).

Anterograde labeling of retinogeniculate projections. To visualize the
retinal projections in dLGN, we made eye injections of cholera toxin B
(CTB) conjugated to Alexa Fluor dyes (Jaubert-Miazza et al., 2005; De-
mas et al., 2006). Mice were anesthetized by isoflurane inhalation or with
intraperitoneal injections of ketamine/xylazine (100/10 mg/kg; at
	P27). Using a dissecting microscope, the sclera and cornea were
pierced with a glass pipette, and excess vitreous was drained. Another
pipette, filled with a 1% solution of a fluorescent conjugate (Alexa Fluor
488 or 594) of CTB (Invitrogen) in distilled water was inserted into the
hole made by the first pipette. The pipette containing CTB was attached
to a picospritzer and 4 – 8 �l of solution was injected into the eye. After
2–3 d, mice were deeply anesthetized with isoflurane and were transcar-
dially perfused with PBS for 5 min and 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M

phosphate buffer for 25 min. Brains were removed, post-fixed overnight,
and sectioned (70 �m) in the coronal plane using a vibratome (VT1000S,
Leica). Sections containing dLGN were mounted with ProLong Gold

Antifade Reagent (Invitrogen) and visualized
with fluorescent microscopy. Images of dLGN
were acquired with a Photometrics Coolsnap
camera attached to a Nikon Eclipse fluores-
cence microscope using a 10� objective. Fluo-
rescent images of labeled sections were
acquired and digitized separately (1300 � 1030
pixels/frame) using different filter settings for
each dye. To determine the spatial extent of
labeled retinal projections in dLGN, gray-scale
images were converted into binary images us-
ing a threshold that corresponded to a location
in the gray-scale histogram where there was a
clear distinction between signal and residual
background fluorescence (Jaubert-Miazza et
al., 2005; for review, see Torborg and Feller,
2005; Demas et al., 2006). Typical threshold
levels corresponded to a value of 30 –50 on the
gray-scale-normalized range of 0 –255. Using
the binarized images, we measured the spatial
extent of ipsilateral and contralateral projec-
tions by counting the total number of labeled
pixels within the boundaries of the dLGN. To
determine the extent to which projections
from the two eyes overlap, we superimposed
the binarized red and green images and
counted the pixels that contained both red and
green signal fluorescence. The size of ipsilat-
eral, contralateral, and overlapping projections
were computed, summed across four to five
successive sections through the middle of the
dLGN, and expressed as a percentage of the
total area of the dLGN. An R analysis, based on
the log ratio of pixel intensity, was also used to
assess the degree of segregation between
crossed and uncrossed projections (Demas et
al., 2006).

CREB and phosphorylated CREB immuno-
staining, and cell fluorescence analysis. Animals
were perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde to
preserve the phosphorylated state of CREB
(pCREB; Pham et al., 1999, 2001; Krahe et al.,
2012). Coronal sections (40 �m thick) con-
taining dLGN were placed in a solution of 2.5%
bovine serum albumin, 0.03% Triton X-100,
and 5% normal goat serum in PBS for 1 h at
room temperature. The primary antibodies
were diluted in blocking solution, and sec-
tions were incubated in either rabbit anti-

CREB (1:2000; Cell Signaling Technology) or rabbit anti-pCREB (1:
800; Cell Signaling Technology) overnight at 4°C. Sections were then
incubated with secondary antibody (Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-rabbit;
1:250; Invitrogen) in blocking solution at room temperature for 2 h.
Sections were placed on slides and mounted with ProLong Gold an-
tifade reagent with DAPI (Invitrogen).

To quantify cellular labeling of total CREB and pCREB, we measured the
mean pixel intensity of fluorescence found within the soma of individual
dLGN cells (Krahe et al., 2012). We then counted the number of labeled cells
found within three to four 100 � 100 �m2 regions of dLGN. Cell counts
were conducted in a blind fashion using ImageJ software. Only those cells in
a well delineated continuous membrane within a given focal plane were
included in the analysis. For the fluorescence intensitymeasurements, a thresh-
old was set using MetaMorph software so that there was a clear distinction be-
tween signal and residual background fluorescence (Krahe et al., 2012).

Results
Postsynaptic activity in WT and �3-null dLGN cells
Figure 1A provides examples of whole-cell dLGN recordings ob-
tained in acutely prepared thalamic slices from WT and �3-null

Figure 3. Retinal waves in �3-null mice. A, Rasters depicting spike trains for 30 simultaneously recorded RGCs from �3-null
retinae at P7 and P12 for a period of 300 s. Black vertical lines depict a single spike, and red lines depict 10 spikes. Below each raster
is the corresponding histogram (1 s bins) showing the firing rate of the cells recorded above. B, Representative response histograms
demonstrating the underlying pharmacology of retinal waves. At P7, waves persisted in the presence of the glutamatergic antag-
onists DNQX and D-APV, but were blocked by the cholinergic antagonist DH�E. At P12, waves continued in the presence of DH�E,
but were blocked by D-APV and DNQX. C, Plots showing correlation indices between pairs of cells (2300 pairs from three mice at P7;
1600 pairs from three mice at P12), with each dot representing one pair, as a function of the estimated distance separating the pair.
For each age, the least-squares fit (solid line) and corresponding equation to an exponential decaying function are shown.
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dLGN cells, showing the postsynaptic activity evoked by OT
stimulation. As shown previously in WT mice younger than P14,
plateau potentials are readily evoked either with single (18 of 38
cells) or repetitive stimulation (21 of 31 cells for 50 and 100 Hz;
Fig. 1B; see also Lo et al., 2002; Jaubert-Miazza et al., 2005; data

are as published in Dilger et al., 2011). Typically, these events take
the form of sustained, high-amplitude, slow-decaying depolar-
izations (Fig. 1A, top). By contrast, in �3-null dLGN cells, even
though OT stimulation can readily evoke EPSPs (Fig. 1A, bot-
tom), plateaus were never observed with a single pulse (0 of 26

Figure 4. Eye-specific patterning in WT and �3-null mice. Representative coronal sections from WT and �3-null dLGNs at P11, P17, and P28. Shown are the retinal terminal fields for contralateral
(Alexa Fluor 594, red) and ipsilateral (Alexa Fluor 488, green) eyes. Binarized representations depict the degree of overlap (yellow) between the projections from the two eyes, with the dLGN outlined
in white. Scale bar, 100 �m.
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cells) and were rare even when rates as high as 50 (2 of 26 cells) or
100 Hz are used (10 of 26 cells; Fig. 1B; data are as published in
Dilger et al., 2011; � 2 test, p � 0.001 for all WT vs �3-null dLGN
cell comparisons). These events, while rare in �3-null dLGN cells,
were blocked by the L-type antagonist nimodipine (n � 3 cells;
see also Lo et al., 2002; Dilger et al., 2011). As shown in Figure 1C,
bath application of nimodipine abolished the plateau-like depo-
larization, leaving underlying EPSP activity intact. Subsequent
application of the NMDA antagonist APV led to a further reduc-
tion, indicating that high-frequency OT stimulation evokes ro-
bust NMDA-mediated postsynaptic activity, an event that
contributes to the activation of high-threshold L-type Ca 2�

channels (Lo et al., 2002; Dilger et al., 2011).
To determine whether the few plateaus that are evoked in

�3-null dLGN cells are similar to those evoked in WT dLGN cells,
we analyzed the amplitude as well as the rates of rise and decay of
plateau activity evoked at 100 Hz OT stimulation. Compared
with WT dLGN cells, mean peak amplitude (as measured from
baseline to the trough of inactivating Na� spikes) in �3-null
dLGN cells was significantly smaller (Fig. 1A; WT cells, 51.9 � 0.8
mV; �3-null cells, 42.2 � 1.6 mV; Student’s t test, p � 0.001).
Plateaus in �3-null dLGN cells had significantly slower rise times
(measured as the slope of a linear best-fit line fit to the first 50 ms
of the response) than WT dLGN cells (Fig. 1D, top; Student’s t
test, p � 0.001). The decay of �3-null dLGN cell plateaus (mea-
sured as the slope of a single-parameter curve, fit to the 50 ms
after the inactivating Na� spikes) were also significantly slower
than that of WT dLGN cells (Fig. 1D, bottom; Student’s t test, p �
0.001).

The absence or defects in plateau activ-
ity in �3-null dLGN cells does not appear
to be due to reduced glutamatergic drive
at retinogeniculate synapses. Representa-
tive examples at P10 and P15 reveal that a
strong single pulse delivered to OT evoked
large EPSCs, with AMPAR and NMDAR
components that were indistinguishable
from WT dLGN cells (Fig. 2A). When
measured at P9 –P11 and P15–P17, the
maximal amplitude of AMPAR and
NMDAR currents in �3-null dLGN cells
was similar to that of WT dLGN cells (Fig.
2B; one-way ANOVA, F � 0.260; p � 0.1).
The age-related maturation of these excit-
atory currents (Liu and Chen, 2008) was
also normal (Fig. 2C–E). The relative
strength of AMPAR currents compared
with that of NMDAR currents increased
with age (Fig. 2C; multivariate ANOVA,
F � 67.09; p � 0.001). Within each age
group, the ratios of AMPAR to NMDAR
in WT and �3-null dLGN cells were not
significantly different from each other
(multivariate ANOVA: F � 0.15; p � 0.7).
Furthermore, NMDAR decay decreased
with age in both WT and �3-null dLGN
cells (Fig. 2D,E; multivariate ANOVA,
F � 92.03; p � 0.001). Additionally,
within each age group WT and �3-null
dLGN cells were not significantly different
from each other (multivariate ANOVA:
F � 2.77; p � 0.1).

Spontaneous retinal activity in WT and �3-null dLGN cells
While the overall structural and functional organization of adult
�3-null mouse retinae is reported to be normal (Ball et al., 2002),
the patterns of spontaneous retinal activity before eye opening
remain unexplored. To address this, we performed in vitro mul-
tielectrode array recordings of retinal explants from �3-null and
WT dLGN cells at P7 and P12. The properties of retinal waves
recorded in �3-null dLGN cells were indistinguishable from those
of WT dLGN cells (Table 1; see also Demas et al., 2003, 2006).
Examples of recordings from �3-null mouse retinae are shown in
Figure 3. At P7, �3-null RGCs fired bursts of action potentials
that lasted 
2 s followed by quiescent periods of 90 –150 s (Fig.
3A). At this age, bath application of glutamatergic antagonists
DNQX and D-APV had no effect on spontaneous activity, while
the cholinergic antagonist DH�E eliminated waves (Fig. 3B). By
P12, periodic activity persisted but, as reported in WT retinae
(Demas et al., 2003, 2006; Maccione et al., 2014), burst duration
within a wave and the interwave interval became shorter (Table 1;
Fig. 3A). At this age, and in both WT (data not shown; but see
Demas et al., 2003, 2006) and �3-null RGCs, DH�E had no effect
on wave activity, while the application of D-APV reduced waves,
and DNQX subsequently eliminated them (Fig. 3B). These phar-
macological effects reflect the age-related shift from stage II cho-
linergic to stage III glutamatergic wave activity (Demas et al.,
2003; Torborg and Feller, 2005).

We also measured the spatial–temporal correlations of activ-
ity among neighboring �3-null RGCs. The degree to which devel-
oping RGCs fire together depends upon the distance separating
the two cells (Demas et al., 2003). This was assessed for pairs of

Figure 5. Quantification of eye-specific patterning in WT and �3-null mice. A, Plots showing the percentage of the area of dLGN
occupied by projections from the ipsilateral eye (left) and the overlap between the projections from the two eyes (right) in WT
(black) and �3-null (gray) mice as a function of postnatal day (P11, P14, P17, P21, and P28). Each point represents the mean and
SEM for animals at that age. B, Summary graph showing the mean and SEM of the spatial extent of ipsilateral and overlapping
projections across age for WT and �3-null mice. C, Averaged distribution of the log ratio (R value) for pixel intensities of contralat-
eral and ipsilateral eye projections at P17 and P28 for WT and �3-null mice. D, Plot showing the mean and SEM of variance for WT
and �3-null mice as a function of age. E, Summary graph showing the mean and SEM of variance across age for WT and �3-null
mice. *p � 0.0001, WT vs �3-null. �3-null and WT dLGNs: 5–11 at each age.
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cells by computing a correlation index as a
function of the estimated distance be-
tween them, as measured by the position
of their recording electrode (Demas et al.,
2003, 2006). In �3-null RGCs at both P7
and P12, the correlation index between
the firing time of neighboring RGCs de-
creased as a function of intercell distances
(Fig. 3C). Additionally, at P12 we calcu-
lated the coherence of cell pairs to deter-
mine whether their activity occurs
regularly at a particular frequency. At P12,
the mean coherence was 0.15 Hz, corre-
sponding closely to the frequency mea-
sured in our WT mice (0.14 Hz) and to
values typically reported for this age by
others (Demas et al., 2003, 2006; Mac-
cione et al., 2014).

Retinogeniculate refinement in WT and
�3-null mice
To determine whether the disruption in
plateau activity in �3-null mice affects
eye-specific segregation in dLGN, we
made eye injections of CTB conjugated to
two different fluorophores. This allows
for the simultaneous visualization of ter-
minal domains occupied by contralateral
and ipsilateral projections, as well as the
overlap between them (Jaubert-Miazza et
al., 2005; Demas et al., 2006). Examples of
the labeling pattern in WT and �3-null
mice at different ages are shown in Figure
4. In WT mice, by P11 the regions of
dLGN occupied by contralateral and ipsi-
lateral projections were well defined and
showed little overlap. Ipsilateral projec-
tions were confined to a small patch in the
dorsal–medial region of the dLGN. How-
ever, in �3-null mice ipsilateral domains
were expanded, particularly along the ventral–medial aspect, and
even as late as P28. Estimates of spatial extent revealed that both
the ipsilateral patch as well as the degree of overlap between the
projections from each eye were significantly larger in �3-null
mice than in WT mice (Fig. 5A; univariate ANOVAs: F � 71.71
for ipsilateral patch; F � 68.66 for overlap; p � 0.001 for both
variables). For both �3-null and WT mice, values of spatial extent
remained relatively stable across the ages studied (univariate
ANOVAs: F � 0.67 for ipsilateral; F � 1.02 for overlap; p 	 0.4
for both variables). Thus, when values were combined across age,
those for �3-null mice were significantly larger than those for WT
mice (Fig. 5B; Student’s t tests; p � 0.0001 for both comparisons).
Eye-specific segregation can also be quantified by analyzing the
fluorescent intensity of individual pixels (Torborg and Feller,
2004; Jaubert-Miazza et al., 2005; Demas et al., 2006). For each
pixel in a labeled section of dLGN, we calculated the R value, the
logarithm of the ratio of fluorescent intensities for ipsilateral (FI)
and contralateral (FC) eye projections [r � log (FI/FC)]. Averaged
histograms of the R values for labeled sections of WT and �3-null
mice at P17 and P28 are shown in Figure 5C. As expected, WT
distributions were wide and had large variances, features that
reflect a high degree of segregation (Jaubert-Miazza et al., 2005;
Demas et al., 2006). By contrast, �3-null mouse distributions re-

flected a more diffuse state and were narrow with significantly
smaller variances (Fig. 5D; univariate ANOVA: F � 76.77; p �
0.001). For both �3-null and WT mice, the variance remained
stable across the ages studied (univariate ANOVA: F � 1.62; p �
0.19), and when values were combined across age, those for �3-
null mice were significantly smaller than those for WT mice (Fig.
5E; Student’s t test; p � 0.0001).

Finally, we asked whether the diffuse projections noted in
�3-null mice were accompanied by abnormal patterns of retinal
connectivity. To accomplish this, we obtained estimates of retinal
convergence by examining the synaptic responses of dLGN cells
evoked by systematic changes in the intensity of OT stimulation.
Figure 6 shows examples of the synaptic responses for WT and
�3-null dLGN cells evoked at progressively higher levels of stim-
ulus intensity. Estimates of retinal convergence for individual
dLGN cells can be derived from their stimulus intensity by re-
sponse amplitude plots (Lo et al., 2002; Jaubert-Miazza et al.,
2005; Ziburkus and Guido, 2006; Dilger et al., 2011; Seabrook et
al., 2013). To delineate each step, we adopted criteria based on the
amplitude of the single-fiber response (see Materials and Meth-
ods). In WT mice at P7 (Fig. 6), increases in stimulus intensity
evoked a progressive and graded increase in EPSP amplitude.
Such a response function reflects high levels of convergence. By

Figure 6. Synaptic responses and stimulus intensity plots for WT and �3-null dLGN cells. Representative examples of retinal
convergence at different postnatal ages in WT (left) and �3-null (right) dLGN cells. For each cell, synaptic responses are evoked by
a single electrical pulse delivered to the optic tract. Responses to progressive increases in stimulus intensity are shown (inset),
along with the corresponding amplitude by stimulus intensity plots. Each point depicts the EPSP amplitude of a single response,
with a minimum of five responses recorded at each stimulus intensity. The horizontal numbered lines delineate one step or retinal
input from another (see Materials and Methods). Numbers depict the estimated number of inputs recruited by increasing stimulus
intensity. In WT cells, response profiles changed with age, from a graded function (at P7), which reflects high levels of convergence,
to a step-like one (at P21), which illustrates less convergence and few inputs. In �3-null mice, dLGN cells continued to show graded
response profiles and high levels of convergence. Voltage responses were recorded at �60 mV. max, Maximum.
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P21, response profiles became more step like, indicating that
cells received far fewer inputs. By contrast, in �3-null cells,
responses remained graded even at late postnatal ages, sug-
gesting that a high degree of retinal convergence was
maintained.

It is important to note that, whether in current-clamp or
voltage-clamp mode, estimates of retinal convergence obtained
in the manner described above are in accord with those reported
previously by our laboratory (Lo et al., 2002; Jaubert-Miazza et
al., 2005; Ziburkus and Guido, 2006; Dilger et al., 2011) and other

laboratories (Chen and Regehr, 2000;
Hooks and Chen, 2006; Stevens et al.,
2007). Figure 7A depicts EPSC amplitude
by stimulus plots recorded in voltage-
clamp mode with profiles that matched
those obtained in current-clamp mode
(Fig. 6). To further illustrate this point, we
derived estimates for 18 cells recorded in
both current-clamp and voltage-clamp
modes (Fig. 7B,C). For both WT and �3-
null mice, similar estimates of retinal con-
vergence were obtained in either mode
(Fig. 6C; R 2 � 0.73; p � 0.001).

The input/output relations of retinal
convergence are summarized in Figure
8A, which plots estimates of retinal inputs
for all cells recorded in WT and �3-null
mice. As expected in WT mice, there was
an age-related decrease in retinal conver-
gence such that at early ages cells received
as many as 6 –10 inputs, but by P18 re-
ceived only 1–3 inputs remained. How-
ever, �3-null dLGN cells had more inputs
at early ages and underwent far less prun-
ing such that, even at P31, some cells had
as many as 10 inputs. To further illustrate
these differences, we computed a conver-
gence ratio (CR) by dividing the total
number of inputs ( I) by the total number
of cells (N) recorded at a given age (Px)
(CRPx � � IPx/� NPx). When these values
are plotted as a function of postnatal age
(Fig. 8B), the CR decreased in both WT
and �3-null cells. However, cells from �3-
null mice at older ages retained much
higher values than those from age-matched
WT mice, and had a CR distribution that
was significantly different (Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test: Z � 1.524; p � 0.02). This is
best illustrated at P18 and older, where in
WT mice CR values were �2, but in �3-null
mice, they were 3–5.

CREB and pCREB immunostaining of
WT and �3-null cells
To address a potential Ca 2�-related sig-
naling mechanism that underlies the
breakdown in refinement in �3-null mice,
we examined the expression of total
CREB, as well as pCREB. Since CREB lev-
els are reported to peak at relatively early
postnatal ages (Pham et al., 2001; Krahe et
al., 2012), we immunostained dLGN cells

for CREB and pCREB at P10 (Fig. 9A). Both WT and �3-null
dLGN cells showed robust cellular labeling for total CREB, with
no significant differences in either the pixel intensity or num-
ber of stained cells (Fig. 9B; Student’s two-tailed t tests; p 	
0.28). However, while the pCREB staining in WT cells was also
quite strong, it was markedly decreased in �3-null cells (Fig.
9A). For pCREB, the mean pixel intensity and cell count was
significantly reduced in �3-null cells compared with WT cells
(Fig. 9B; Student’s two-tailed t test, p � 0.05 for both
comparisons).

Figure 7. Estimates of retinal convergence obtained in current-clamp and voltage-clamp modes. A, Synaptic responses re-
corded in voltage clamp mode from a WT P17 cell and a �3-null P16 cell that were evoked by progressive changes in stimulus
intensity. Accompanying each set of responses is the corresponding stimulus intensity by amplitude plot, along with the estimates
of retinal convergence, as in Figure 5. B, Representative responses from a single WT cell recorded in current-clamp mode (top) as
well as voltage-clamp mode (bottom). Both modes yielded the same number (two) of inputs. C, Plot showing the correlation
between number of inputs estimated for a given cell recorded in current-clamp and voltage-clamp modes. Each dot represents a
single cell from a WT (black) or �3-null (gray) mouse. The solid line represents the linear fit ( p � 0.001). Comparable estimates
were obtained in either mode. Responses were recorded at �70 mV. �3-null (WT) cells: 5 (13). max, Maximum.
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Discussion
Our results in �3-null mice indicate that
L-type Ca 2� channel activity in the form
of plateau potentials plays an important
role in the refinement of the retinogenicu-
late pathway. These mice show a greatly
reduced expression of L-type channels
and almost a complete loss of plateau ac-
tivity in dLGN (Dilger et al., 2011). Here,
we also show that the few plateaus evoked
with high rates of stimulation were re-
duced in amplitude, and had slower rise
and longer decay times than in WT
mice. These defects are likely due to the
targeted deletion of the �3 subunit, an
element that is needed for proper chan-
nel kinetics, assembly, and membrane
insertion (Namkung et al., 1998; Bichet
et al., 2000; Murakami et al., 2002; for
review, see Dolphin, 2003; Shiraiwa et
al., 2007).

The paucity of plateau activity in �3-
null mice was accompanied by a break-
down in retinogeniculate refinement.
Eye-specific domains in dLGN do not de-
velop properly. �3-null mice maintained
greatly expanded ipsilateral eye terminal
fields with a spatial extent that overlapped
with those originating from the contralat-
eral eye. The pruning of retinal connections
onto relay cells was also compromised, with
dLGN cells typically having a higher degree
of retinal convergence than age-matched
dLGN cells from WT mice. These defects
in refinement could not be attributed to a reduction in pre-
synaptic or postsynaptic excitatory drive. Both spontaneous
retinal activity and glutamatergic synaptic responses in dLGN
cells were normal. �3-null mice displayed stage II and III waves
that were indistinguishable from those of WT mice. In dLGN,
the composition of retinally evoked EPSCs was similar to that
of age-matched WT mice. The peak amplitude of �3-null
mouse excitatory currents was similar to that of WT mice. The
reported changes in the maturation of these currents were also
observed (Liu and Chen, 2008). Both the ratio of AMPAR to
NMDAR currents, as well as NMDAR decay times matured in
ways indistinguishable from those of WT mice.

Perhaps the persistence of these features could help explain
why retinogeniculate refinement in �3-null mice, while impaired,
was not completely absent. At late postnatal ages, both the spatial
extent of overlapping inputs and the degree of retinal conver-
gence do not reflect the highly diffuse state noted at very early
postnatal ages (Chen and Regehr, 2000; Jaubert-Miazza et al.,
2005; for review, see Hong and Chen, 2011). In fact, the degree of
overlapping inputs from the two eyes, while comparable to some
mouse models that disturb stage III retinal waves (Demas et al.,
2006) or lead to reduced levels of CREB (Pham et al., 2001) or
adenylate cyclase 1 signaling (Dhande et al., 2012), is not as high
as the degree of overlapping inputs seen in models associated with
a breakdown in stage II retinal waves (Muir-Robinson et al.,
2002) or other mutants that compromise the MHC1 system
(Dawtani et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2014) or the classic complement

signaling cascade (Stevens et al., 2007; but see Shafer et al., 2012).
One possibility for this is that retinal waves in the �3-null mice
still drive NMDARs in dLGN to provide some amount of Ca 2

influx, which in turn could trigger plasticity-related signaling cas-
cades associated with the CREB pathway. Our pCREB immuno-
staining supports this notion, since in �3-null dLGN pCREB
labeling was present, though greatly reduced. At early ages,
NMDAR currents dominate excitatory transmission at the reti-
nogeniculate synapse, and their subunit composition seems to
favor a relaxed voltage dependency and longer decay times,
thereby allowing for more Ca 2� influx (Liu and Chen, 2008).
Thus, early NMDAR activity, while not sufficient by itself to drive
retinogeniculate refinement (Hahm et al., 1991) could play a
contributing role.

How then can plateaus and L-type channel activity contrib-
ute to activity-dependent refinement in dLGN? Our in vitro
recordings from WT suggest that summating postsynaptic re-
sponses associated with retinal waves provides the requisite
excitatory drive to trigger plateau activity in dLGN cells (Lo et
al., 2002; Dilger et al., 2011). Because of their close proximity
to retinal synapses on the soma and proximal regions of den-
drites (Budde et al., 1998; Bickford et al., 2010; Dilger et al.,
2011), L-type channels are well positioned to ensure coinci-
dent activation with retinally mediated events. The functional
patterns of connectivity (e.g., a high degree of retinal conver-
gence and a lack of feedforward inhibition) as well as the high
density of L-type channels noted at early ages further ensure a
high rate of coordinated activation (Dilger et al., 2011).

Figure 8. Estimates of retinal convergence in WT and �3-null dLGN cells. A, Scatterplots showing the estimated number of
inputs by age for WT (left) and �3-null (right) cells. The smallest dot represents a single cell, the largest dot represents five cells, and
intermediate sized dots represent two to four cells. B, Histograms of convergence ratios by age for WT (left) and �3-null (right)
cells. Each bar depicts the convergence ratio computed by dividing the total number of retinal inputs by the total number of cells
recorded at that age. �3-null cells continued to retain higher levels of convergence at late postnatal ages. Convergence ratio
distributions between WT and �3-null cells were significantly different (Kolmogorov–Smirnov, Z � 1.524, p � 0.02). �3-null
(WT) cells: 68 (78).
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It is important to note that our experiments do not provide a
direct test linking the low expression of pCREB to the absence of
plateaus and the breakdown in refinement. However, there is
strong convergent evidence in support of such a relationship. The
activity-dependent influx of Ca 2� via L-type channels has been
linked to several forms of synaptic plasticity and related gene
transcription (for review, see Greer and Greenberg, 2008). A
likely candidate that has been implicated in retinogeniculate re-
finement involves the CREB pathway. CREB is developmentally
regulated in dLGN, with expression levels peaking during the
time of retinogeniculate refinement (Pham et al., 2001; Krahe et
al., 2012), and mutant mice with low levels of CREB fail to estab-
lish segregated eye-specific domains (Pham et al., 2001). The
reduced L-type channel activity noted in the �3-null mice could
also manifest as a change in CREB activation (Mermelstein et al.,
2000; Dolmetsch et al., 2001; for review, see Morad and Soldatov,
2005). The CREB and pCREB immunostaining in the current

study further supports a role for L-type
Ca 2�-activated CREB in retinogeniculate
refinement. Although in dLGN �3-null
mice appear to have normal CREB levels,
the lack of L-type plateau potentials and
the resulting decreased Ca 2� influx re-
duces CREB phosphorylation, thereby
limiting CREB-activated gene transcrip-
tion and thus leading to an impairment in
refinement.

How L-type activity translates into
synapse-specific retention and elimina-
tion along the dendrites of relay cells, or
whether other contributing elements can
in part, compensate for the diminished
capacity of L-type activity in �3-null mice
remain open to investigation. Nonethe-
less, our results suggest that L-type pla-
teaus play an important role in the
activity-dependent refinement of retino-
geniculate connections, and that a pertur-
bation of such postsynaptic activity leads
to a breakdown in remodeling.
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